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Abstract: We offer an alternative to the usual proofs for the 
equivalence between conformality and analyticity with nonzero de- 
rivative. Our proof uses the 5-derivative to quantify angle distor- 
tion, and thereby foreshadows some important ideas in the study 
of quasiconformal mappings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A mapping from an open disk into the complex plane is called con- 
formal if it preserves the size and orientation of angles. It is, of course, 
standard that a mapping is conformal if and only if it is analytic with 
nonzero derivative. We will offer a new quantitative proof of this result 
which proceeds by determining the distortion of angles by nonconfor- 
mal mappings. Our basic tool will be the 2-derivative. Along with 
its technical utility, the 2-derivative helps foreshadow some important 
ideas for planar quasiconformality. Finally we will discuss some impli- 
cations and generalizations for higher dimensional mappings. 
2. INTRODUCTION OF 2 DERIVATIVE 
Let f be a differentiable mapping from an open disk B in the complex 
1 (°o-~- i-~y) By analogy, one plane C into C. Then, of course, °o-~z = g
defines the differential operator of 1(Of 00@ )Oe = 5 ~ +i  . We can compute 
these derivatives by writing f as a function of x and y, taking ~ and 
and combining them as prescribed above. Alternatively, we can treat z 
and 2 as independent variables and write f = g(z, 2) and then compute 
Oz and ~.  Under mild restrictions on f,  it turns out that ~oz = Ofaz and 
og _ of As a simple illustration of such a computation with Of let 
02 - -  O~ " 02 '  
O f  Of  f = Izl ~ = z2  Then y;  = 2 and ~g = z. 
of The Cauchy-Riemann equations can be expressed in terms of 5g by 
rendering the standard Cauchy-Riemann equations with the following 
equivalent statements: 
Ou Ov Ou Ov 
Ox cgy and Oy ax 
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Ou Ov Ou Ov 
- -  0 and =-  + = 0 
Ox Oy Vy 
ou ov (o; 
Ox Oy + i + ~x =0 
ov) b-dx + ~b-~x +i  +~ =0 
o/ o /  
o-; + ~N =o 
ol 
A loose interpretation ofthis final form of the Cauchy-Riemann equa- 
tions is that an analytic function is purely a function of z (with no g). 
Other familiar quantities may be recast using the 2-derivative. Two 
important examples are Laplace's equation, which takes the form 
02 f
-0  
OzO2 
and, more significantly for our purposes, the determinant of the Jaco- 
bian of a differentiable mapping f,  which becomes 
det ( J / )=  Of 2 Of 2 
-5-;z - o~ 
This shows that if l~ I > I~1, then the Jaeobian is positive and the 
map f preserves orientation. If I~zl < I~l then the Jacobian is nega- 
tive and the map f reverses orientation. 
3. How DIFFEOMORPHISMS IN THE PLANE DISTORT ANGLES 
Let B be an open disk and f : B --+ C be a diffeomorphism; that 
is, f is invertible and both it and its inverse have continuous partial 
derivatives. (We lose no generality by considering only disks rather 
than general domains, since all our results are local in character.) Fix 
a basepoint z E B. Since J/(z) is invertible, I~lOz ~ I~1 at z. By 
continuity, iOLtoz > [o_g[o~ or [o_2[o~ > [O/]oz in a neighborhood of z. In the 
latter case, the mapping reverses the orientation of angles. For sim- 
plicity's sake, we will focus only on the former case where orientation 
is preserved, but, mutatis mutandis, the basic behavior is the same in 
the orientation-reversing case. 
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We wish to find a formula for the derivative of f in the direction of 
e ~° in terms of the ~ and of If f = f ( re i~) = (u(rcosO) v(rsinO)), Oz 7z"  
then 
DoI 
Of .Of 
- OxC°SO+~ySinO 
(o, o,) (o, o,) 
= ~+~-~ cosO+i  ~ ~-~ sinO 
_ Of  Of (cos 0 + i sin O) + (cos 0 - i sin O) 
Oz 7z  
_ Of  - io  Of ei o + 
Oz ~z  e " 
(By analogy as before, this equation may be interpreted as a synthetic 
application of the chain rule with the independent variables of z and 
~.) 
Finding the maximum and minimum values of tDofl will tell us the 
direction in which f does the most and least stretching. The triangle 
inequality shows that 
°, 
Equalities occur on the left (resp. right) when ~e -° is a negative (resp. 
positive) multiple of ~e  ~° If we write Oz 
02 _ e ia  
Oz 
then it is a simple matter to see that the directions of maximal stretch 
are 0 = a/2  and a/2 + 7r, and the directions of minimal stretch are 
0 = a/2 -4- 7r/2. 
We note that these four directions form four right angles, and we will 
basically think of these as axes in our plane. Accordingly, we adjust 
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our directional derivative formula: 
Of ei~/2+io Of e_i~/2_ie 
Da/2+o f - -~z + -~z 
Of o~ e-ia/2-iO~ 
- o~ ¢o1~+~o+ 
) 0s( ) 
--  OZ eia/2+iO "~ 00~ z e iae- ia /2 - iO  
_ Oz eia/2 eio 
I~1o: 5 + e-'" 
The "axes" now correspond to the values 0 = 0,1r/2, ~-, 3~-/2. It is 
clear from this formula that the mapping f rotates our axes by arg 
(along with the corresponding stretches). To see the effect of f on other 
directions, consider 
[ Of ei° Of ] /9 - (arg D~12+o - arg  Dal2) = arg e iO -- arg ~ + ~ e -ie 
= arg l~l ~,o + I~1 e-,o 
i of of ~1+I~1 e~'o 
= arg 1~t2+21~Sll~lc°s2°+l~l o z  
= arg[~ +1 os e 2~°] 
Looking at Figure 1, where we see a circle centered at IT] of radius 
r = I~1, a .d  the argument measured by sweeping a radius from the 
origin at the far left, we see that this last expression, as a function of 
0, is increasing on an interval [ -#, #] for some # E [~r/4, 7r/2] and, by 
periodicity, again in [Tr-#, 7r] and I-or, -Tr+#] and otherwise decreasing 
in [-or, ¢r]. 
4. How MUCH ANGLES ARE DISTORTED 
This value # is quite significant. The right triangle in Figure 1 shows 
that the complement of 
# - (arg D,~/2+u - arg  Da/2) 
is the supplement of 2#. It follows that 
7~ 
(arg D,~/2+t, - arg D,~/2) = -~ - # 
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the definition of # 
The angle formed by the directions e i(a/2+u) then is mapped by f 
to the corresponding supplementary angle formed by the directions 
~o~]e i(a/2+(~/2-1~)). Consequently, infinitesimal rectangle with dingo- an 
hal along the directions ei(~/2+u) will be mapped onto a similar rectan- 
gle, except that the long sides in the domain correspond to the short 
sides in the range and vice versa. An inscribed infinitesimal ellipse is 
mapped to an ellipse of the same eccentricity, but with major and minor 
axes switched. Since the stretch factors are I~] + I~1 and I~z l -  ]~l  
the axes of this special ellipse are proportional to VII ~]oz + I~1 and 
V/l°1[oz - IT ] ,  and thus the eccentricity is
e= 1 1+1 1 
More importantly, i f -#  < 01 < 02 < #, we have 
01-  (Do/2+o~- Do/2) < 02-  (Do/2+o~- Do/2) 
Da/2+t~2 - Da/2+~l < 02 - 01 
The latter inequality shows that the mapping f shrinks all such angles. 
Similarly f shrinks all angles between the opposite directions of 0 = 
~r - ~t and 7r + ~t where the function 
e - - 
is increasing. On the other hand, O- (arg D,~/2+e - arg D~/2) decreases 
on [#,~-  #], so i f# < 01 < 02 _< ~-  #, then 
01-  (D,~/2+ol - D,~/2) > 02-  (D,~/2+e~ - D,~/2) 
Da/2+e2 - D,~/2+el > 02 - 01. 
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FIGURE 2. The angle that gets stretched the most 
(matching rays, both solid or both dashed) and shrunk 
the most (mismatched rays) 
Hence, the mapping f stretches all such angles in the range [#, ~r - #]. 
The same is true for angles in the range [-~ + p, -p]. Consequently, 
the two angles which are stretched the most are bounded by the di- 
rections at the endpoints of these intervals, while the angles which are 
shrunk the most are the supplementary angles bounded by these same 
directions. All four of these angles are mapped onto supplementary 
angles: the acute angles stretch to the obtuse angles and the obtuse 
angles hrink to the acute angles. One can think of these directions as 
being represented by two rigid bars pinned at the basepoint to form 
an X. The mapping f squeezes the bars to form a supplementary X. 
Meanwhile the bisectors of the angles (our axes) are rotated onto the 
bisectors of the supplementary X by the angle arg ~z" 
The upshot of the preceding paragraph is that the two angles which 
are shrunk the most have measure 2p, while the two which are stretched 
the most have measure ~-  2#. Again referring to Figure 1, the sine of 
the angle at the origin is so  we have 
O~ 
cos ('zr - 2#) -  io s 
and thus 
cos2  = 
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• Thus the angles which get shrunk and stretched the most have measure 
{_1~['~ {[~]'~ respectively. Each one is mapped COS-1 t i l) and cos-, 
onto a supplementary angle. 
We now use our quantitative work to prove the familiar qualitative 
characterization f conformality in the plane. 
Theorem 1. A differentiable map f is con formal in a neighborhood of 
Zo if and only if f is analytic at Zo and f'(zo) ~ 0 
Proof. Suppose f is analytic at z0 and f'(zo) = ~z ~ 0. By definition, 
f is analytic in a neighborhood of z0 and we may assume f~ :~ 0 
throughout the neighborhood. Since ~ = 0 in our neighborhood, the 
arguments from the preceding section show that the angles which are 
maximally stretched have cosine 0 and are mapped to their supplement. 
That is, these maximally Stretched angles are right angles mapped to 
right angles. So no angles are actually stretched. Similarly, no angles 
are actually shrunk. Thus the magnitude of any angle is preserved, 
and since I~zl > 0 = I~l ,  orientation is preserved, and the mapping 
is conformal. 
Conversely, suppose f is conformal in a neighborhood of z0. Then 
the maximally stretched angle gets mapped to its supplement; its 
magnitude being preserved, this angle must be a right angle. As 
os cos2# = -~ = 0, l~[ = 0 throughout the neighborhood. Thus 
f is analytic at z0. Now observe the Taylor expansion of f around z0. 
Let j be the power of the first non-zero term after the constant erm 
of the expansion, 
f(z) = f(zo) + f(J)(zo)(Z - Zo) ~ + O(Iz - z0lJ+l). 
j! 
If j > 1 angles will be stretched. For example if j = 2, angles will 
double, if j = 3, angles will triple, etc. Therefore j must be 1 and 
f'(zo) # O. []  
We wish to stress the importance of the assumptions concerning 
neighborhoods in the statement of the theorem. (Along with the ex- 
plicit assumption that f is conformal in a neighborhood of z0, the 
definition of analyticity says that f is differentiable in a neighborhood 
of z0.) If we were to remove the neighborhoods from the statement, 
and consider mappings which preserve angles at simply the basepoint, 
the theorem breaks down. For a simple example, consider a map- 
ping f ( re i°) = g(r)e i° where g is an increasing function on [0, c~) and 
g(0) = 0. Since rays from the origin are preserved by f, angles at 
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the origin must also be preserved. On the other hand, it is easy to 
choose the function g so as to produce an f that is differentiable at 
0 with nonzero derivative, differentiable at 0 with derivative 0, or not 
differentiable at 0. 
5. WEAKENING THE HYPOTHESIS 
Despite the preceding cautionary example, it is nevertheless true that 
one need not assume differentiability or conformality throughout B to 
be able to show that f is analytic in B with nonzero derivative. To 
remove differentiability as a hypothesis, we need a more fundamental 
reformulation of our understanding of conformality. In the differen- 
tiable case, angles are preserved in size, but locally rotated by a factor 
of arg f'(zo). It follows immediately that near such points, 
f ( z ) -  f(zo) 
lim arg 
z--+ zo Z - -  Z 0 
is finite. Since this condition does not directly assume differentiabil- 
ity, while still implying that infinitesimal direction vectors are rotated 
by a uniform amount, it becomes a reasonable candidate for defining 
conformality for a homeomorphism. And, indeed Menchoff [4], using 
careful measure-theoretic estimates howed that, if f • B ~ C is a 
homeomorphism where 
f ( z ) -  f(zo) 
lim arg 
z--+zo Z - -  Z 0 
is finite for all but a countable number of points z0 in B, then f is 
analytic and f '  ~ 0 in B. Menchoff [5] subsequently further weakened 
the hypothesis to assert that the limit as z approaches any z0 need only 
be taken in three linearly independent directions. More precisely, if we 
define 
f(zo + re ie) - f(zo) L(O) = lim arg 
v--+O T e iO ' 
then we say that z0 is a "good" point if there exist three directions 
e ~el, e ~s2, eie3, with Oi ~ Oj mod 7r (1 _< i < j < 3), but L(01) -- L(O:) = 
L(03). Otherwise, z0 is called bad. Menchoff showed that if the set of 
bad points in B is countable, then f is analytic and f' ~ 0 in B. Of 
course, this says that the only countable set of bad points is the empty 
set. 
Returning to the diffeomorphic case without exceptional points, we 
can easily prove the corresponding "three directions" version of this 
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Theorem 2. Suppose that f • B --+ C is an orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphism and that every point in B is good (in the above sense). 
Then f is analytic in B and f'  ~ 0 in B. 
Proof. Fix a basepoint z0 C B, and assume o_A _¢ 0 at z0. For a 
0f  
differentiable map f, 
f(zo + re i°) - f(zo) 
L(O) = limarg 
r-+O re iO 
Def 
= arg ei 8 
Of Of -2io~ 
= arg ~z-z+~-~e ) .  
Since the orientation is preserved, > and therefore the formula 
~e-2i0 o: + parametrizes a circle with the origin in its exterior. As Oz 02 
0 moves from 0 up to 21r, the circle is traversed exactly twice. Each 
&e -2i0] is attained at most 4 times, value of the argument arg (~ + of : 
but modulo 7r only twice. This contradicts our assumption that z0 is 
good. Therefore, ~ = 0, so f is analytic at Zo and f'(zo) = °-toz ~ O. [] 
6. COMPLEX DILATATION, LINEAR DILATATION AND ANGLE 
DISTORTION 
As a further application of our work, we consider quasiconformality 
in the plane, and the connection with angle distortion. The quantity 
°//°--t is known as the complex dilatation of f. For a diffeomorphism, 0~. l Oz 
a mapping is said to be quasiconformal if 
k = sup ~ < 1 
Another related characterization for quasiconformality uses the linear 
dilatation 
max { I f (C)  - f ( z ) l  - I~ - zl = ,}  H(z, f) = lim sup 
,-+0 min  {If(C) - f(z) l : I~-  zl = r}  
A mapping is quasiconformal if 
sup H(z, f) = C < c~, 
z 
In our situation, 
:-:(z,:)_ + 
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and the relationship between k and C is 
l+k  
C-  
l - k "  
The import of our calculations in Section 2 is that quasiconformal 
mappings distort angles by at most a bounded amount. More specifi- 
cally, what we have shown is that we can relate k, C as defined above 
with 
5(z, f )  = sup 10 - 0' I 
0 
where 0 represents angles (between 0 and 7r) based at z and 0' the 
corresponding angle under the mapping f .  Then 
(~ = supS(z , f )  
zEB 
of - -  c°s-1 
\lozl/] 
I l]] 
= r - 2 cos -1 k 
or more succinctly, k = sin 5/2 and, as such, 
1 + sin 5/2 
C-  
1 - sin 5/2" 
This result represents a vastly simplified version of results of Agard 
and Gehring [1] and Taari [6]. Their characterizations of quasiconfor- 
mality via angle distortion are more general, as the broadest definition 
of quasiconformality encompasses homeomorphic maps that need not 
be diffeomorphic everywhere. This requires, then, a more subtle topo- 
logical notion of angle, which must be handled with greater care. 
7. ANALOGUES IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS 
We now consider a diffeomorphism g " B -+ I~ n where B is an open 
ball in ~n where n >__ 2. Much of what we saw in the plane continues 
to be true in this setting. For example, fix a basepoint x E B and let 
Jg = Jg(x) denote the Jacobian matrix at x. The direction of maximal 
and minimal stretch occur as the eigenvectors of JT J  9 with the largest 
and smallest eigenvalues, ay, Am~x and Amin- The linear dilatation at 
x in this case is 
~/~ma~ H(x,g)- 
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(Both eigenvalues must be positive since yTjg is symmetric.) On the 
other hand, to understand angle distortion, we only need to restrict 
to the plane through B which contains the angle in question. The 
restricted mapping inherits the diffeomorphic character of g, and the 
corresponding Jacobian matrix (with respect o suitable axes) is sim- 
ply a restriction and rotation of Yg. The angles which are shrunk or 
stretched the most can be specified in terms of the directions of max- 
imal and minimal stretch of the restriction. Since the ratio of these 
is maximized by using the directions of maximal and minimal stretch 
overall, one immediately finds 
Corol lary 3. Let g : B -+ ]~n be a diffeomorphism with 
5 (x , f ) - -  sup[O- 0'1. 
0 
Then 
sup H(x, g) = 
xcB 
1 + sin 5/2 
1 - sin 5/2 
Furthermore, g preserves angles if and only if 5 = 0; this happens if 
and only if Ama~ = Amin. This is equivalent to requiring all eigenvalues 
of JT J  a to be equal. From this we obtain the standard result that 
Corol lary 4. g : B -+ N n is con formal (resp. anticonformal) if and 
only if for each x there exists a scaling factor )~(x) such that JT 4 = 
A(x)I and det 4 > 0 (resp. < O) in B. 
We note that in the case where n _> 3, a famous result originally 
due to Liouville shows that the only such mappings are MSbius trans- 
formations. The corollary is the starting point for proofs using partial 
differential equation techniques. (See, for example, [2] and [3].) 
We were curious as to how the set of directions in higher dimensions 
might be split between directions where all sufficiently small angles are 
stretched or shrunk. For n = 2, we saw that the plane is split into 
four maximal angles. For higher dimensions, this splitting is straight- 
forward, but not quite so natural to describe. 
To find where small angles are shrunk or stretched, fix a basepoint 
x and consider the function 
Icos o'l 
¢(u) = log IcosOl 
Igu. Jxl II lE llxll 
= log i~-:~- I i-T]-u- ~ HJ-~II, 
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FIGURE 3. An example showing where small angles are 
stretched (dark) and shrunk (light) 
where J = 
Stan4ard computations show that 
jT  j x  x JT Ju u 
V¢(u) - Ju .  Jx u.  x IIJull ~- - -~ + Ilult ----~ 
and thus V¢(x) = 0. To discern the nature of the critical point we need 
to compute H~(x), the Hessian of ¢, at that point. Further calculations 
show that 
j T  j xxT  jT  j xx T jT j I 
He(x) = ]]Jx[[ 4 -i[x[[4 l[jxl[ 2 + []xl[------ ~. 
The values of x for which all eigenvalues of He(x) are nonnegative are 
the ones where x is a local minimum of ¢; this says that all nearby 
angles are stretched. Correspondingly, when all eigenvalues of He(x) 
are nonpositive, x is a local maximum of ~b and all nearby angles are 
shrunk. Even for n = 3, this equation shows that generically these 
regions are bounded by a rather complicated sextic equation. Figure 3 
shows a typical example. Since j T j  may be diagonalized by a rotation 
matrix, we lose no generality by considering an example where J is 
diagonal. We will use for J the diagonal matrix with entries 2, 3 and 5. 
The sphere is darkest where all small angles are stretched and lightest 
where they are shrunk. In the medium region, some small angles are 
stretched, and some are shrunk. 
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